Propositions / Stellingen

Mild hyperthermia works for all solid tumors.
- This thesis

Thermosensitive liposomes feature coexistence of triggered release and instability.
- This thesis

Intravascular drug release is a double-edged sword.
- This thesis

The outcome of a two-step hyperthermia approach depends on tumor microenvironment.
- This thesis

Intratumoral liposomal drug accumulation is driven by fluid flow and pressure.
- This thesis

My definition of an expert in any field is a person who knows enough about what’s really going on to be scared.
- Phillip J. Plauger

The absence of alternatives clears the mind marvelously.
- Henry Kissinger

Nobody got anywhere in the world by simply being content.
- Louis L’Amour

Statistics: The only science that enables different experts using the same figures to draw different conclusions.
- Evan Esar

Tumor growth control is a byproduct of conventional chemotherapy.
- Li Li

Human errors can lead research on a wrong track for decades.
- Li Li